
This chile pepper variety looks like it has candies 
hanging on a plant. Simply put, just stunning 
looks! In most cases ornamentals are not bred for 
the taste, but this variety definitely has the juicy, 
fruitful taste for super culinary uses that only a 
true chilehead can understand. 

The colors vary from light green to purple and 
pink.  The plant itself is also very pretty with a 
dark foliage under the full sun. Also, this one 

really likes growing in pots, 
even small pots will do 

nicely. A great plant to 
have around your 

house, garden, 
greenhouse, patio 

or balcony!

This extraordinary chile pepper never ripens to 
any other color from purple. The plant itself is 

extremely pretty 
too. The foliage, 
stems and flowers 
get easily 
darkened by the 
sun. The color of 
the pods varies 
from black to 
purple with 
completely 
different shades 

of purple. Under the direct light the pods can be 
black, but the pods hiding under the foliage  

can be practically pink. This variety originates 
from Brazil. Thanks to Mrs. Neyde Hidalgo, 

this  variety is somewhat known amongst 
the most serious chileheads. Definitely 

worth growing!
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Purple Bhut Jolokia is a  variety which has all the 
great qualities of a 
famous ’Ghost 
Pepper’ aka. Bhut 
Jolokia. But it also 
has very distinctive 
looks. The pods, 
foliage and flowers 
have purple colors 
which make this 
super hot useful 
plant look amazing! 
If you like extremely  
hot chile pepper 
varieties  and also 
like pretty plants, 
then this might be 
worth checking out! 

These pods will ripen from pale green, to 
different shades of purple, and finally to red. 
The taste is quite good, definitely makes 
one of the greatest super hot powders! 
A must have for the chilehead who 
loves exceptional varieties!

This variety is very, very unique! I would start by 
emphasizing the fact that this is one of the tastiest 
chile peppers out there! Besides being so tasty, it 
bears a lot of pods. This plant enjoys growing 
anywhere as long as there is plenty of light and 

enough temperature. The looks of this compact 
plant are great. The multi-colored pods which ripen 
from pale green, to pink with shades of peach 
and purple highlights! Everyone who 
looks at this plant goes ”WOW!” 
immediately. But after tasting these 
delicious pods, they will be even 
more amazed. There’s 
also a nice heat level. 
It’s not even close to the 
hottest ones, but hot 
enough for hot & tasty 
cooking. This variety is 
definitely versatile by all means. There’s 
simply no excuse not to pass growing this 
amazing variety. It will surely be a 
favorite of many chileheads to 
come!

A favorite from few years back. Cheiro Roxa has 
always been an amazing producer of these great 
looking pods! The plant is very, very pretty. And 

when the foliage gets filled with these amazing 
looking pods with so many different looking, 

great colors, it’s hard to take your eyes off from 
this stunningly beautiful plant! The pods are just 
above average hot and work very nicely with 
all kinds of delicious cooking. Try using fresh 
or powdered. It will work great in every 
way. Very ideal plant to have around 
and it’s easy and fun to grow!
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